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Abstract
Let G = (V ,E) be a graph and let w : V → R>0 be a positive weight function on the
vertices of G. For every subset X of V, let w(X) := ∑v∈G w(v). A non-empty subset
S ⊆ V(G) is a weighted safe set if, for every component C of the subgraph induced
by S and every component D of G \ S, we have w(C) ≥ w(D) whenever there is
an edge between C and D. If the subgraph G[S] induced by a weighted safe set S is
connected, then the set S is called a weighted connected safe set. In this article, we
show that the problem of computing the minimum weight of a safe set is NP-hard
for trees, even if the underlying tree is restricted to be a star, but it is polynomially
solvable for paths. We also give an O(n log n) time 2-approximation algorithm for
ﬁnding a weighted connected safe set with minimum weight in a weighted tree. Then,
as a generalization of the concept of a minimum safe set, we deﬁne the concept of a
parameterized inﬁnite family of proper central subgraphs on weighted trees, whose
polar ends are the vertex set of the tree and the centroid points. We show that each
of these central subgraphs includes a centroid point.
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1 INTRODUCTION
We can regard a network as a mature community on a large scale; more precisely, it consists of a collection of small communities
with some mutual connections. In such a network, it is important to gain control of a “majority” so that we can control the
network consensus. On the other hand, for those who are concerned about network security, they would think that a network
where we can easily get a majority is unstable and it has a risky structure in view of network vulnerability.
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Motivated by these observations, wewould like to give some appropriate deﬁnition for gaining amajority in a given network.
As a network model, we here consider this problem on simple undirected graphs with some given weight on each vertex. Note
that each weight on a vertex represents a certain measure for importance in the network.
We use [7] for terminology and notation not deﬁned here. Only ﬁnite, simple graphs are considered. For a graph G = (V ,E)
and for its arbitrary vertex v, let deg(v) denote the degree of v, let δ(G) be the minimum degree of G, and let α(G) be the
independence number of G. The order and size of G are denoted by n and m, respectively. The subgraph of G induced by a
subset S ⊆ V(G) is denoted by G[S]. When A and B are vertex-disjoint subgraphs of G, the set of edges that join some vertex
of A and some vertex of B is denoted by E(A, B).
Let G = (V(G),E(G)) be a graph and let ω be a weight function on V (G) such that ω : V(G) → R>0. For a vertex subset
S of V (G), let ω(S) := ∑v∈S ω(v). We often abuse notations for vertex subsets and subgraphs. So, for a subgraph H of G, we
write ω(H) for ω(V(H)) (thus, ω(H) := ∑v∈V(H) ω(v)).
If a connected subgraph H of G satisﬁes ω(G) ≤ 2ω(H) then no one may object to considering that the subnetwork H plays
a majority role in G. However, one might come up with the following natural question: Do we always need to get more than
half of the weight for gaining the network majority?
To answer this question, let us consider a weighted graph G with a weight function ω on V (G), where we will always
associate some given networkN with (G,ω). (So we often identify/abuse notations (G,ω) andN .) In view of graph topology,
it may be natural to assume that the following three properties hold for N :
(1) For any two vertices p, q in G, any communication between p and q is conducted on a path joining p and q
in G.
(2) For a vertex subset S of G, when we consider the community associated with S in N , the community S can
block any communication for any two vertices in V(G)\S from two distinct components of V(G)\S by cutting
oﬀ all the paths joining them.
(3) For any two communities S1, S2 in G, S1 and S2 can form an alliance if and only if there is at least one safe
way of communication (i.e., a path in which every vertex is in some community that colludes with either S1 or
S2) between any pair of vertices in V(S1) ∪ V(S2).
For example, let us observe a weighted path Pn = v1v2 . . . v3n with a weight function ω on V (P) such that ω(vi) = 1 for all
i. By taking a subpath X = vn+1vn+2 . . . v2n, we see that there is no component in P \ V(X) whose weight sum exceeds the
weight sum of X. Hence, under the above assumption, it would be appropriate for us to consider that X attains a majority role
for any community on P. Hence we can conclude that the answer to the above question is negative. Moreover, to formulate our
problem, we must consider the following basic question: How can we calculate the minimum weight of a subnetwork which
attains a majority role for a given network? To answer this question, let us focus on a known concept called safe sets, which
was introduced by Fujita, MacGillivray and Sakuma [11] for unweighted graphs. In this article, we will generalize this concept
to the weighted version in a natural manner and give some basic properties along this line.
A non-empty subset S ⊆ V(G) is a safe set if, for every component C of G[S] and every component D of G \ S, we
have |C| ≥ |D| whenever E(C,D) = ∅. If G[S] is connected, then S is called a connected safe set. The minimum cardinality
among all safe sets (resp. connected safe sets) of G is called the safe number (resp. connected safe number) of G and is
denoted by s(G) (resp. cs(G)). As is proven in [11], both the problem of computing the safe number and the problem of
computing the connected safe number are NP-hard in general while the connected safe number of a tree can be computed
in linear time. Quite recently, by using dynamic programming [15], the authors in [1] obtained an O(n5)-time algorithm for
ﬁnding a safe set with minimum cardinality of a tree with n vertices. By using the same method, they also proved that both
the safe number s(G) and the connected safe number cs(G) of a given graph G of bounded treewidth can be computed in
polynomial-time.
In this article, we extend this concept on graphs in which each vertex has a positive weight. Formally, let G = (V ,E) be a
graph and let w : V → R>0 be a positive weight function on the vertices of G. A non-empty subset S ⊆ V(G) is a weighted
safe set if, for every component C of the subgraph induced by S and every component D of G \ S, we have w(C) ≥ w(D)
whenever E(C,D) = ∅. If G[S] is connected, then S is called a weighted connected safe set. The minimum weight among all
weighted safe sets (resp. connected safe sets) of (G, w) is called the safe number (resp. the connected safe number) of (G, w)
and is denoted by s(G,w) (resp. cs(G,w)).
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As we mentioned before, the concept of a (weighted) safe set can be thought as a suitable measure of network vulnerability,
and hence it has some clear relation to other such graph invariants. For example, the graph integrity, a well studied measure of
reliability of a graph network (G, w), is deﬁned as
I(G) := min
S⊆V(G)
{w(S) + max {w(H) : H is a component of G[V(G) \ S]}}
(e.g., see [2, 3, 5, 9, 21]). From the deﬁnitions of the graph integrity and the safe number, we have the following:
Proposition 1. For every graph network (G, w), the inequality I(G) ≤ 2s(G,w) holds. Furthermore, if a set
S(⊆ V(G)) attains the number I(G) and the induced subgraph G[S] is connected, then we also have the inequality
cs(G,w) ≤ I(G) ≤ 2 cs(G,w).
From now on, we do not consider unweighted safe sets of a weighted input graph. Hence we often omit the term “weighted”
and use the abbreviation “safe set” even if the input graph is a weighted graph.
We show that a minimum safe set of weighted trees is also an appropriate indicator to express a central subgraph. In this
article, we deﬁne inﬁnitely many scalings of the concept of central subgraph, namely the α-safe sets, each of which includes
a centroid point in a tree. A centroid point in a tree T = (V ,E) is a vertex v of T such that each weight of the connected
components of the subgraph T [V \ {v}] does not exceed half the weight of the tree T. In 1869, Jordan [14] deﬁned this concept
for unweighted trees, and Bielak and Pan´czyk [6] generalized the deﬁnition for vertex-weighted trees in 2012. This concept
has been intensively investigated in the literature [17–20, 22]. The betweenness centrality of a vertex (an edge) is deﬁned as
the number of shortest paths that pass through that vertex (edge). In 1977, Linton [16] deﬁned this concept and Girvan and
Newman [13] extend the deﬁnition to the case of edges. Recently the clustering of networks has received much attention and
many researchers have proposed algorithms for it. Among them, some popular clustering algorithms typiﬁed by Girvan and
Newman [13] tend to fail to extract communities with high betweenness centrality in a given network. (For example, some road
traﬃc networks surely have such communities.) On the other hand, our concept of central subgraphs and algorithms to ﬁnd them
may be useful for extracting such communities in given networks. Note that these central subgraphs in a given unweighted tree
can be found in linear time (see Remark 1 in Section 4 for more details).
The article is organized as follows.
In Section 2, we consider the time complexity of ﬁnding a minimum connected or non-connected safe set in a weighted tree.
We show that this problem is NP-hard even if the underlying tree is restricted to be a star. On the other hand, we construct a
polynomial-time algorithm for ﬁnding a safe set with minimum weight on paths.
In Section 3, we describe an O(n log n) time algorithm to ﬁnd a connected safe set of a weighted tree whose weight is at
most twice the weight of a minimum safe set, that is, a 2-approximation algorithm for ﬁnding a weighted connected safe set
with minimum weight in a weighted tree. Note that this algorithm can be thought as a generalization of the algorithm connected
safe set in [11].
In Section 4, as a generalization of the concept of minimum safe set, we deﬁne the concept of a parameterized inﬁnite family
of proper central subgraphs on weighted trees, whose polar ends are the vertex set of the tree and the centroid points. We show
that each of these central subgraphs includes a centroid point.
In Section 5, we provide conclusions and propose several open problems for future investigations.
2 COMPLEXITY
2.1 NP-completeness of the weighted safe set problem
In this subsection, we consider the following decision problem:
CONNECTED VERTEX-WEIGHTED SAFE SET
INSTANCE: A connected graph G = (V ,E), a positive weight function w : V → Q>0 on the vertex set V of G, and a positive
rational number t.
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F IGURE 1 The star T and its vertex-weight function w
QUESTION: Does there exist S ⊆ V(G) with w(S) ≤ t such that G[S] is connected and w(S) ≥ w(C) for every component C
of G \ S?
We show the NP-completeness of the above problem by a reduction from the following problem:
SUBSET SUM
INSTANCE: A ﬁnite set A, a size s(a) ∈ Z>0 for each a ∈ A, a positive integer I.
QUESTION: Is there a subset A+ ⊆ A such that the sum of the sizes of the elements in A+ is exactly I?
The NP-completeness of SUBSET SUM is well known.
Theorem 1 (Karp, 1972). The problem SUBSET SUM is NP-complete.
By using the above, we derive the following:
Theorem 2. The problem CONNECTED VERTEX-WEIGHTED SAFE SET is NP-complete, even if the input
graph is restricted to be a star (i.e., a tree all of whose vertices but one are leaves).
Proof of Theorem 2. Note that CONNECTED VERTEX-WEIGHTED SAFE SET clearly belongs to the class
NP . Let T = (V ,E) be a star deﬁned by V = {c, u, v1, . . . , vk} and E = {cu, cv1, . . . , cvk}. Let w : V → Z>0 be a
positive integral weight function on the vertex-set V of T such that w(c) = 1,w(u) = B,w(v1) = a1, . . . ,w(vk) =
ak , and 1 + max {ai|i = 1, . . . , k} ≤ B ≤ ∑ki=1 ai hold, as indicated in the Figure 1.
The set {c, u} is clearly a connected safe set of (T, w). This set {c, u} cannot be a minimum safe set of (T, w) if
and only if there exists a subset  ⊆ {1, . . . , k} such that B − 1 = ∑λ∈ aλ holds. Moreover, the set {c, u} cannot
be a minimum safe set of (T, w) if and only if there exists a connected safe set whose weight is at most B. Hence,
by using the above gadget, we can reduce SUBSET SUM PROBLEM to CONNECTED VERTEX-WEIGHTED
SAFE SET PROBLEM in a polynomial-time, as follows:
Let A = {v1, . . . , vm} be an instance of SUBSET SUM, and let si := 3s(vi) for each vi ∈ A. Set w(vi) = si for
each vi ∈ A. Set B := 3I + 1. Note that max {si | i = 1, . . . ,m} ≤ 3I = B − 1 and 3 ≤ min {si | i = 1, . . . ,m} hold.
Set k := m + 1 and let vm+1 be an element outside of A such that w(vm+1) = B − 2. Set V := {u, c, v1, . . . , vk}
and E := {cu, cv1, . . . , cvk}. Set w(c) := 1,w(u) := B. Set t := B. Note that any safe set X of the pair (T, w) with
w(X) ≤ B cannot contain the vertex vm+1. Moreover we have B ≤ ∑ki=1 si. Hence the answer to SUBSET SUM
for the instance is YES if and only if the answer to CONNECTED VERTEX-WEIGHTED SAFE SET for the
instance graph G := (V ,E) is YES. ■
Lemma 1. For every star T = (V ,E) and every positive weight function w on V, s(T ,w) = cs(T ,w) holds.
Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose not. Then there exists a positive weight function w : V → R>0 such that every
safe set S of (T, w) with minimum weight consists of several (at least two) leaves of T and T [V \ S] is connected.
Let u, v be two elements of S. Without loss of generality, we assume that w(u) ≤ w(v). Since w(V \ S) ≤ w(u),
w(V \ (S \ {u})) ≤ w(S) holds. Since the set S′ := V \ (S \ {u}) contains the central vertex of T, T [S′] is connected.
Since v ∈ S′, we havew(u) ≤ w(S). Thus S′ is a safe set whoseweight is less thanw(S), which is a contradiction. ■
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Combining Theorem 2 and Lemma 1, we have the following:
Corollary 1. The problem of computing a safe set with minimum weight is NP-hard even if the input graph is
restricted to be a star.
Actually, the problem CONNECTED VERTEX-WEIGHTED SAFE SET is NP-complete on the following large class of
graphs:
Corollary 2. For an arbitrary given connected graph H, we have the following: The problem CONNECTED
VERTEX-WEIGHTED SAFE SET is NP-complete even if the input graph G is restricted to have a bridge e such
that G – e is a disjoint union of a star and the graph H.
Proof of Corollary 2. Let all of V,E andw be as deﬁned in the last paragraph of the above proof of Theorem2. Let
hbe avertexof the graphH. SetV ′ := V∪V(H) and setE ′ := E∪E(H)∪{hvm+1}. Resetw(vm+1) := (B−2)−0.1. For
every element v of V, set w′(v) := w(v). For every vertex q of the graph H, set w′(q) := 110|V(H)| . Let G := (V ′,E ′).
Then w′ is a positive weight function on the vertex-set of G such that the pair (T, w) has a safe set S with w(S) ≤ B
if and only if the pair (G,w′) has a safe set S′ with w(S′) ≤ B. Hence the proof is complete. ■
2.2 Weighted safe set of paths
In this subsection, we consider the following optimization problem on paths.
WEIGHTED SAFE SET OF PATHS
INPUT: A path graph P = (V ,E) such that |V | ≥ 3, and a positive weight function w : V → Q>0.
OUTPUT: A safe set S ⊆ V with minimum weight on P.
Theorem3. Finding a safe set withminimumweight is polynomial-time solvable on paths.Our algorithm requires
O(n3) time and space, where n is the number of vertices of a given path graph P = (V ,E).
To prove this theorem, we show that the problem of ﬁnding a weighted safe set of a path is equivalent to ﬁnding a shortest
weighted path on the acyclic digraph deﬁned as follows: Let P be a path of n vertices v1, v2,..., vn, with positive weights w1,
w2,..., wn, respectively. For 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, we call Pi,j the subpath of P consisting of the vertices vi, vi+1,..., vj.
From P, we will construct the weighted digraph GP = (V(GP),A(GP)) with the weight function ω on V (P) as follows:
V(GP) =
{
ui,j, vi,j|1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, (i, j) = (1, n)
} ∪ {t0, t∞} ,
A(GP) =
{
(ui,j, vj+1,k)|1 ≤ i ≤ j < k ≤ n,w(Pi,j) ≥ w(Pj+1,k)
}∪{
(vi,j, uj+1,k)|1 ≤ i ≤ j < k ≤ n,w(Pi,j) ≤ w(Pj+1,k)
}∪{
(t0, u1,j), (t0, v1,j)|j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}
}∪{
(ui,n, t∞), (vi,n, t∞)|i ∈ {2, . . . , n}
}
,
∀i, j, w(ui,j) = w(Pi,j),w(vi,j) = 0,
w(t0) = w(t∞) = 0.
Lemma 2. There exists a bijection between the safe sets of P and the t0 − t∞ paths in GP.
Proof of Lemma 2. Let Q be any directed t0 − t∞ path in GP. Q can be described by a set of pairs {(i1, j1), (i2, j2),
. . . , (ik , jk)} such that Q is the path t0, ..., vjl−1+1,il−1, uil ,jl , vjl+1,il+1−1 ..., t∞. The fact that there is a directed edge
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F IGURE 2 A path P,Pi,j and the corresponding directed graph GP . Each shortest t0 − t∞ path in GP corresponds to a minimum safe set S of P,
and vice versa
between vjl−1+1,il−1 and uil ,jl implies that w(Pjl−1+1,il−1) ≤ w(Pil ,jl ) and the fact that there is a directed edge between
uil ,jl and vjl+1,il+1−1 implies that w(Pil ,jl ) ≥ w(Pjl+1,il+1−1). These conditions satisfy the deﬁnition of components C
of G[S] and D of G \ S weighted safe set S. Then, ∪kl=1Pil ,jl is a weighted safe set of P. ■
In this correspondence, a safe set of P is composed of components of the form Pi,j, and the property of being a safe set is
translated to the condition that these components come from a directed path in GP as described above.
Lemma 3. The weight of a safe set of P is equal to the weight of its t0 − t∞ path in GP.
The above lemma is obvious from the conﬁguration of GP. A small example is shown in Figure 2.
Lemma 4. For a given path P, we can construct the weighted directed graph GP = (V(GP),A(GP)) in O(n3)
time and ﬁnd a minimum t0 − t∞ path of G in O(n3) time, where n is the number of vertices of P.
Proof of Lemma 4. For a given path P = (V ,E), let n be the number of vertices in V. To construct the cor-
responding directed graph GP = (V(GP),A(GP)), we ﬁrst construct all Pi,j and calculate w(Pi,j). The number
of Pi,j s, which is same as the number of ui,j s or vi,j s, is
∑|V |
i=1 i − 1 = n(n+1)2 − 1. Next, we prepare a set of
vertices of V(GP) which consists of all ui,j, vi,j, t0 and t∞. Then, |V(GP)| = 2 × ( n(n+1)2 − 1) + 2 = n(n + 1).
For each vertex v ∈ V(GP), its degree is at most n. Thus we have |A(GP)| = O(n3) and hence the size of GP
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is O(n3). Lastly, we ﬁnd a minimum t0 − t∞ path of GP by using Dijkstra’s algorithm [8]. The running time is
O(|V(GP)| log |V(GP)|) = O(n2 log n). Hence, our algorithm requires O(n3) time and space. ■
Proof of Theorem 3. The statement is clearly derived from Lemmas 1, 2, and 3. ■
By using Eppstein’s algorithm [10], we can also enumerate all the paths of minimum vertex-weight in GP. This yields the
following:
Corollary 3. All safe sets with minimum weight can be enumerated in O(n3 + k) time on paths, where n is the
number of vertices of a given path graph P = (V ,E) and k is the number of safe sets with minimum weight. The
delay between two consecutive outputs is O(1) time.
3 2 -APPROXIMATION ALGORITHM ON TREES
In this section we describe an O(n log n) time algorithm to ﬁnd a connected safe set of a weighted tree whose weight is at most
twice the weight of a minimum safe set, that is, a 2-approximation algorithm for ﬁnding a weighted connected safe set with
minimum weight in a weighted tree.
Let G = (V ,E) be a graph of order n. For each subset X of V, let NG(X) denote the open neighborhood
{y ∈ V \ X|∃x ∈ X suchthat xy ∈ E(G)} of X. We will omit the subscriptG and simply writeN(X) whenever no confusion arises.
CONNECTED WEIGHTED α-SAFE SET (CWαS)
INPUT: A tree T = (V ,E) with at least two vertices, a positive weight function w : V → Q>0 on the vertices of T and a
non-negative real number α
OUTPUT: A minimal set S on condition that every component X of T [V \ S] satisﬁes w(V(X)) ≤ α · w(S)
INITIALIZATION
Find the set L of leaves of T
Set S = V(T) ## T [S] is always connected
Set t(v) = deg(v) for all v ∈ S ## t(v) = |N(v) ∩ S|
Set Bdy(S) = L ## v ∈ Bdy(S) ⇔ t(v) = 1 ⇔ v has only one neighbor in S
Set c(x) =
{
w(x) x ∈ Bdy(S)
0 otherwise
## weight of the component arising from removing x
Set u to be a leaf of T such that w(u) = min {w(p)|p ∈ L} holds
For every vertex set X(⊆ V) such that T [X] is connected, let f (X) :=
{
α · w(X) + (1−α)·w(V)2 0 ≤ α ≤ 1
1
α
· w(X) 1 ≤ α
MAIN LOOP
While c(u) ≤ f (S \ {u}) Do
Remove u from S, and from Bdy(S)
Let v be the unique vertex N(u) ∩ S
Decrement t(v)
If t(v) = 1, then
Insert v into Bdy(S)
Set c(v) := w(v) +∑p∈NT (v) c(p)
Set U := {x ∈ Bdy(S)|c(x) = min {c(p)|p ∈ Bdy(S)}}
Set u to be a vertex in U whose weight satisﬁes w(u) = min {w(p)|p ∈ U}
RETURN S.
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Let us deﬁne δ(T ,w) := min {w(X) − w(Y)|X,Y ⊆ V(T),w(X) > w(Y)} and α :=
{
α · δ(T ,w) 0 ≤ α ≤ 1
1
α
· δ(T ,w) 1 ≤ α . Then we
have the following:
Lemma 5. Let S be an output of Algorithm CWαS for the input triple (T ,w,α). If f (S)−max {c(x)|x ∈ V \ S} ≤
α holds, then S has the minimumweight w(S) on condition that T [S] is connected and that max {c(x)|x ∈ V \ S} ≤
f (S) holds.
Proof of Lemma 5. Let us prove the lemma by reductio ad absurdum. If the statement of the lemma does not
hold, then there exists a connected subgraph X of T such that w(V(X)) < w(S) − δ(T ,w) (and hence f (V(X)) <
f (S)−α), and every component Y ofT [V \V(X)] satisﬁesw(V(Y)) ≤ f (V(X)). On the other hand, by assumption,
there exists a connected component Z of T [V \ S] such that f (S) − α ≤ w(V(Z)) ≤ f (S). Let u be a unique
vertex of Z such that T [S ∪ {u}] is connected. There exists at least one connected component C of T [V \ V(X)]
such that V(C) ∩ S = ∅. Let p be a leaf of T [S] such that p ∈ V(C) ∩ S. Let P be the connected component of
T [V \ (S \ {p})] containing p. Since c(p) = w(V(P)) ≤ w(V(C)) ≤ f (V(X)) < f (S) − α ≤ w(V(Z)) = c(u),
according to the instructions of Algorithm CWαS, the vertex p must be removed from S before the vertex u is
removed from S, which is a contradiction. This proves the lemma. ■
Theorem 4. The following statements hold.
(1) The running time of Algorithm CWαS is O(n log n).
(2) Let S be an output of Algorithm CWαS for the triple (T ,w, 1). Then we have w(S) ≤ 2 cs(T ,w).
Proof of Theorem 4. First we will prove (1). We will sort the set {(v, c(v))|v ∈ Bdy(S)} in ascending order of
values of c(v) and, for the elements which have the same value of c(v), next we will sort them in ascending order of
values of w(v). Clearly, we can carry out this sort to the initial set {(v, c(v))|v is a leaf of T} and make the ordered
list in O(n log n) time. For a given new element (x, c(x)) to be added in the ordered list, we can insert it into the
correct place in the list in O(log n) time. By using this maintained list, we can perform all other steps in the loop in
O(1) time. Since the main loop is executed at most n times, the total time-complexity of the algorithm is O(n log n).
This proves (1).
Next we will show the proof of (2). Let r be an arbitrary vertex in the set {x ∈ Bdy(S)|c(x) − w(x) =
min{c(p) − w(p)|p ∈ Bdy(S)}}.
We divide the proof into the following two cases.
Case 1. w(S) ≤ c(r) − w(r) holds.
In this case, every leaf p of T [S] satisﬁes w(S) ≤ c(p) − w(p). Then let us prove the theorem by reductio ad
absurdum.
Suppose that there exists a connected safe set X of (T, w) such that w(X) < w(S). Then there exists a leaf
u of T [S] such that u ∈ S \ X. Let v be a unique vertex of T [S] adjacent to u. Let Y be a subset of V such that
T [Y ] is a connected component of T [V \ (S \ {u})] containing u. And let Z be a subset of V such that T [Z] is
a connected component of T [V \ X] containing u. It is clear that X ∩ S = ∅, and hence Y ⊆ Z . Then we have
w(S) ≤ c(u) − w(u) < c(u) = w(Y) ≤ w(Z) ≤ w(X), which is a contradiction. Hence S is a minimum connected
safe set of (T, w). This proves (2) in Case 1.
Case 2. w(S) > c(r) − w(r) holds.
Let  be a solution of the equation (w(S) −  · w(r)) = c(r) − (1 − )w(r). Since w(S) > c(r) − w(r) and
(w(S) − w(r)) < c(r), this  satisﬁes 0 <  < 1.
Let rt be the unique edge of T [S] adjacent to the vertex r, and let T+ := (V+,E+) be a new graph resulting
from a subdivision of the edge rt of T deﬁned as follows:
V+ := (V(T) \ {r}) ∪ {r1, r2}
E+ := {pq ∈ E(T)|r /∈ {p, q}} ∪ {pr1|p = t and pr ∈ E(T)} ∪ {r1r2, r2t}
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Let w+ : V+ → Q>0 be a positive weight function on the vertices of T+ deﬁned as follows:
w+(x) :=
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
w(x) x ∈ V+ \ {r1, r2} (= V \ {r})
 · w(r) x = r1
(1 − ) · w(r) x = r2
Let A be an arbitrary connected safe set of the pair (T, w) and let A+ be the subset of V+ deﬁned as follows:
A+ :=
{
A r /∈ A
(A \ {r}) ∪ {r1, r2} r ∈ A
It is easy to see that A+ is a safe set of (T+,w+) and w(A) = w+(A+). Hence we have cs(T+,w+) ≤ cs(T ,w).
Now let S′ denote the subset (S\{r})∪{r2} of V+. By the assumption of Case 2, the set S′ is a connected safe set
of the pair (T+,w+). Furthermore, according to Lemma 5, the weight w+(S′) is minimum among all the safe sets of
(T+,w+), that is, the set S′ is a minimum connected safe set of (T+,w+). Hence we havew+(S′) = w(S)− ·w(r) ≤
cs(T ,w) ≤ w(S). On the other hand, by deﬁnition of , we have  ·w(r) ≤ (c(r)−w(r))+ ·w(r) = w(S)− ·w(r).
And hence w(S) ≤ w(S) + (w(S) − 2 ·w(r)) = 2(w(S) −  ·w(r)) ≤ 2 cs(T ,w), which proves (2) in Case 2. ■
The following lemma is a direct generalization of Proposition 2 of [11]. We omit the proof of this lemma since it is exactly
the same as the original one except for replacing cardinalities with weights.
Lemma 6. Let G = (V ,E) be a connected graph and let w : V → R>0 be a positive weight function on the
vertices of G. Then s(G,w) ≤ cs(G,w) < 2s(G,w).
Combining Lemma 6 and Theorem 4, we have the following:
Corollary 4. There exists an O(n log n) time 4-approximation algorithm for ﬁnding a weighted safe set with
minimum weight in a weighted tree.
4 CENTROID AND ITS GENERALIZATION
In this section we deal with a generalization of both centroid points and connected safe sets of weighted trees.
Let T = (V ,E) be a tree and let w : V → R>0 be a positive weight function on the vertices of T. For every α ∈ R≥0 ∪ {∞},
and for every vertex set X(⊆ V) such that T [X] is connected, let us deﬁne
f (α,X) :=
{
α · w(X) + (1−α)·w(V)2 0 ≤ α ≤ 1
1
α
· w(X) 1 ≤ α .
Then let
Fα(T ,w) := {X ⊆ V |T [X] is connected and T [V \ X] has no component whose weight exceeds f (α,X)} ,
sα(T ,w) := min {w(X)|X ∈ Fα(T ,w)} and let Fminα (T ,w) := {X ∈ Fα(T ,w)|w(X) = sα(T ,w)}. It is clear that Fmin∞(T ,w) =
{V}. A member of Fmin1(T ,w) is a minimum safe set of (T, w), while every member of Fmin0(T ,w) consists of exactly one vertex,
which is called a centroid point of (T, w). For any α ≥ 0, let us call a member of Fα(T ,w) an α-safe set of the pair (T, w).
First we will see that every α-safe set is also a β-safe set if 0 ≤ β ≤ α.
Proposition 2. If 0 ≤ β ≤ α, then Fβ(T ,w) ⊇ Fα(T ,w).
Proof of Proposition 2. In the case of 1 ≤ β ≤ α, the statement clearly holds by deﬁnition of Fα(T ,w).
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Next, let us prove in the case of 0 ≤ β ≤ α ≤ 1. Let X be an arbitrary set in Fα(T ,w).
If w(X) ≥ w(V)2 , then β ·w(X)+ (1−β)·w(V)2 ≥ w(V)2 ≥ w(V \X). Since the weight of any component of T [V \X]
does not exceed w(V \ X), by the deﬁnition of Fβ(T ,w), X is in Fβ(T ,w).
Ifw(X) < w(V)2 , then β ·w(X)+ (1−β)·w(V)2 ≥ α ·w(X)+ (1−α)·w(V)2 , and hence, again by the deﬁnition of Fβ(T ,w),
X is in Fβ(T ,w).
Combining the above two cases, we have Fβ(T ,w) ⊇ F1(T ,w) ⊇ Fα(T ,w) for the case of 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 ≤ α. ■
Corollary 5. If 0 ≤ β ≤ α, then sβ(T ,w) ≤ sα(T ,w).
Corollary 6. For every real number α ∈ [0, 1], sα(T ,w) ≤ s1(T ,w) ≤ w(V)2 .
Lemma 7 ([6]). Let T = (V ,E) be a tree with n vertices, and let w : V → R>0 be a positive weight function on
the vertices of T. If the pair (T, w) has at least two distinct centroid points u, v ∈ V, then uv is an edge of T and the
set {u, v} is the set of all centroid points of T.
Proof of Lemma 7. Let P denote the path from u to v on T. Let p be the vertex on P adjacent to u, and let
q be the vertex on P adjacent to v. Also let Tp denote the component of T – up containing p and v, and let Tq
be the component of T – qv containing q and u. Since u and v are centroid points of T, both w(V(Tp)) ≤ w(V)2
and w(V(Tq)) ≤ w(V)2 . If V(P) \ {u, v} = ∅, then V = V(Tp) ∪ V(Tq) and V(P) \ {u, v} ⊆ V(Tp) ∩ V(Tq) and
w(V(P) \ {u, v}) > 0. Hence, we have w(V) < w(V(Tp)) + w(V(Tq)) ≤ w(V), which is a contradiction. ■
Every minimum α-safe set contains a centroid point. More precisely we have:
Proposition 3. Let T = (V ,E) be a tree with n vertices, let w : V → R>0 be a positive weight function on the
vertices of T, and let α be an arbitrary positive real number. Let u be a centroid point of (T, w). If an element S in
Fminα (T ,w) does not contain the centroid point u, then the pair (T, w) has exactly two centroid points and S must
contain the other centroid point v, w(S) = w(V)2 holds, and V \ S is also an element of Fminα (T ,w). Furthermore,
in this case, {S,V \ S} ⊆ Fmin1 (T ,w) and sα(T ,w) = s1(T ,w).
Proof of Proposition 3. Let u be a centroid point of (T, w). Suppose that an element S in Fminα (T ,w) does not
contain the centroid point u. Suppose that S does not contain any centroid point of (T, w). Then the maximum
weight among all components of T [V \ S] is strictly more than w(V)2 . By the deﬁnition of f (α, S), we have α < 1.
And hence, according to Corollary 6, sα(T ,w) ≤ w(V)2 . Then, by the deﬁnition of f (α, S), we have f (α, S) ≤ w(V)2 .
On the other hand, by the deﬁnitions of Fα(T ,w) and Fminα (T ,w), no component of T [V \ S] can have weight
larger than f (α, S), which is a contradiction. Hence S contains a centroid point v. In this case, from Lemma 7, the
pair {u, v} is an edge of T. Thus T – uv has two components, each of whose weights is equal to w(V)2 . It means that
α ·w(S)+ (1−α)·w(V)2 = w(V)2 , and hence either α =0 or w(S) = w(V)2 . Since α > 0, we have sα(T ,w) = w(S) = w(V)2 .
Thus sα(T ,w) = s1(T ,w). ■
Corollary 7. Let T = (V ,E) be a tree with n vertices, let w : V → R>0 be a positive weight function on the
vertices of T, and let α, β be positive real numbers. If sα(T ,w) < w(V)2 and α < β, then, for every member S of
Fβ(T ,w), S contains all the centroid points of (T, w).
Remark 1. Let T be an unweighted tree (i.e., ∀v ∈ V(T),w(v) = 1). In this case we have δ(T ,w) = 1 and hence
the assumption in Lemma 5 always holds for every non-negative real number α. This means that Algorithm CWαS
in Section 3 ﬁnds a minimum α-safe set of T correctly. Moreover, since, for every subset X of V (T ), its weight
w(X) is in {1, . . . , |V(T)|}, we can omit the sorting phase in Algorithm CWαS by using an array of length |V(T)|.
Hence we can ﬁnd a minimum α-safe set of T in linear time (in the case of α =1, this observation is exactly the
same as Theorem 2 in [11]).
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5 CONCLUSION
We have proposed some majority concepts for networks, which are generalizations of the “safe set” and the “connected safe set”
in [11] to weighted graphs. We have shown that the problem of minimizing these objectives isNP-hard, even if the input graph
is restricted to be a star, while it is polynomially solvable for paths. We have given polynomial-time approximation algorithms
for them. Lastly, as a further generalization of these concepts, we have deﬁned the concept of a parameterized inﬁnite family
of proper central subgraphs on weighted trees. We have shown that each of these central subgraphs includes a centroid point.
Finally, we give some open problems for future investigations.
1. How should we generalize the concept of α-safe set to the case of a general graph G = (V ,E) ? Since general
graphs do not necessarily have centroid points, it may not be appropriate to deﬁne f (α,X) as α ·w(X)+ (1−α)·w(V)2
for 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. Maybe, the simplest way is to deﬁne it as f (α,X) := 1
α
· w(X). Also in this version of an α-safe
set, Fmin∞(G,w) = {V} holds and Fmin1(G,w) is again the set of the minimum safe sets of (G, w). It is doubtful
whether we can say that this version of an α-safe set S is a central part of the given weighted graph G in the
case when w(V)2 < f (α, S). As a matter of fact, under this deﬁnition, we have F
min0(G,w) = {∅}.
2. There are several generalizations of the centroids of trees to the case of general graphs. It would be interesting
if one can make clear the relations between these generalizations and the (connected) safe sets.
3. Do there existmore accurate approximation algorithms for ﬁnding aweighted (connected) safe setwithminimum
weight in a weighted tree? In particular, the approximation ratio in Corollary 4 is very likely far from the optimal.
It would be more preferable if one can ﬁnd a polynomial-time approximation scheme (PTAS) computing a
(connected) safe set with minimum weight of a weighted graph of bounded treewidth. Although a pseudo-
polynomial-time algorithm is easily obtained from the polynomial-time algorithm for the cardinality version in
[1], it seems to be diﬃcult to modify this pseudo-polynomial-time algorithm to be a PTAS.
4. It would be worth characterizing the class of graphs G = (V ,E) such that cs(G,w) = s(G,w) holds for any
positive weight function w on V. As mentioned in Lemma 1, the stars T = (V ,E) belong to this class. In fact
there is ongoing research on this problem [12]. Details will be discussed elsewhere.
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